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WHO ARE WE? 
Psychology Undergraduate Mentorship Program (PUMP)

→ https://pumpyork.wixsite.com/pumpyork

Today’s Speakers:

→Raphael Gastrock (PUMP committee; administration chair)
• PhD Student | Brain, Behavior, and Cognitive Sciences

→Samantha Feldman (PUMP committee; workshop manager)
•MA Student | Clinical Developmental Psychology, Neuropsychology stream

https://pumpyork.wixsite.com/pumpyork


TONIGHT’S AGENDA 
• Graduate School Application process – procedure & advice
• Finding schools and supervisors 

• CV and Transcripts 

• Asking for references 

• Contacting potential supervisors

• Writing personal statements

• Applying to tri-council awards and funding
• Writing proposals

• Graduate School Interviews

• Question & Answer period / Panel
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APPLICATION TIMELINE



TO DO LIST FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL APPS

Standardized tests (2 
Graduate Entrance 
Exams (GRES)

2-3 references Statement of interest

Transcripts Scholarship/funding 
applications

Start prepping the year before you wish to attend graduate school. 



FIND SCHOOLS & SUPERVISORS

•What type of degree do you want to do?

•Which schools offer this?

•Research supervisors whose research aligns with your interests

•Make a list of who you will apply to
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CV 

• CV
• Customize for each school (e.g. research interests)
• Resources: Career Centre at York, Career Foundations

• CCV: https://ccv-cvc.ca/loginresearcher-eng.frm
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4OGkRx4zhw

https://ccv-cvc.ca/loginresearcher-eng.frm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4OGkRx4zhw


CV SECTIONS
1. Education

2. Research interests

3. Thesis/publications, conference/poster presentations

4. Research and lab experience

5. Professional experience (put academic experience first)

6. Scholarships/academic awards

7. Volunteer work/community service, University involvement

8. Additional skills, info, languages (only if you speak more than one 
language)



CV EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
• Make your history relevant to what/who you’re applying
• SELL YOURSELF!

Ex: Working as a cashier/sales
→“Handled money regularly, stocked shelves, spoke with customers, assisted customers 
with their needs, operated fryer”

VERSUS

→“Completed transactions for customers while providing customer service through friendly 
interactions, ensured the safety of myself and other employees while operating 
machinery, maintained professionalism while providing efficient and effective service.”



TRANSCRIPTS 

• Transcripts
• Check requirements of where you are applying, if need official transcripts 

• Order to yourself if possible
• Due to COVID-19, official transcripts MAY not be required, check with institution

• https://registrar.yorku.ca/transcripts

• $15 per copy at York 

https://registrar.yorku.ca/transcripts
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REFERENCE LETTERS
• Admission committees wants a personal outside look at your work from  

someone experienced in the field to get a better sense of you as a person



REFERENCE LETTERS

• Very important part of application!

• Most schools ask for academic
references
• Some give you the option of adding a 

professional reference



REFERENCE LETTERS
• Your honors thesis supervisor (or professor whose lab you volunteer in) should be 

one of these references

• Someone who can comment on your:
• Writing skills, presentation and communication skills, research potential

• Who knows you WELL
• Who understands what you have done in psychology, what you strive to become

• Work hard at forming a strong relationship with them, show them what you can do



REFERENCE LETTERS
• Important: making the request for letters!
• Be organized (schools have different deadlines and requirements for letters)
• Be respectful of referee’s time (ask way IN ADVANCE)
• Be appreciative
• Ask if they can write you a STRONG letter
• Give them a list of things to mention or what exactly the school(s) will be 

looking for, possibly even strengths/weaknesses and specific examples
• Include a copy of your CV, up-to-date transcript, and personal statement 
• Send GRE scores (especially if GRE scores are strong)
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APPROACHING POTENTIAL SUPERVISORS
• Introduce yourself, mention you will be applying
• Outline your interests (be specific)
• Attach your CV, transcript(s), and GRE scores
• Offer to meet with them, but be clear that you understand if they’re too busy or if it’s 

not possible
• How do your interests fit with theirs?
• Make it clear you’ve read their work

• Suggest doing this between July-October



EXAMPLE EMAIL TO SUPERVISOR

→Hello Dr. Katz,

→I am a graduate of the University of Ottawa in psychology. I'm going to be applying to the clinical psychology program at York University in the 
coming months to begin in September 2017. Before I begin my application, I would just like to inquire as to your availability as supervisor for the 
coming year. I've read several of your works regarding chronic pain and its treatments, and have found that your research interests align with my 
own fairly well. In fact, being a scribe in the emergency department, I am fairly familiar not only with patients who experience chronic pain, but 
also with the the various ways that this pain can be presented as well as handled by the health care staff.

→I understand that most professors will not meet or consider applicants prior to the application deadline; however, for your interest I have attached a 
PDF including my CV, GRE scores, and transcripts.

→Thank you very much and have a fantastic weekend!

If you have 
experience relating to 
their research, mention 

it in your email!
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PERSONAL STATEMENT
• Is this important?

• Should I use the same one for all applications?

• What should I cover and what should I not?



PERSONAL STATEMENT
• Very important! Opportunity to be more than grades, test scores, etc.

• Determines: your match to program, clarity and focus of it, your
writing skills

• Basic goal: convince your potential advisor to offer you an interview
• Remember, they will be reading many other statements !



PERSONAL STATEMENT
• Same one for all programs? NO- customize at least somewhat for each 

school
• Every school has different requirements: length, topics, format, etc.
• Make sure to follow these requirements! If not, may tell the person reading  

you cannot follow instructions, or not that interested in the program
• It’s easier to make a longer statement and cut it down, than it is to make a 

short one and add items
• You want your statement to be a reflection of you- keep it professional, but 

you want it to be engaging- don’t sound like a robot



Getting Started
• Create word document where you outline all your experiences 

(e.g. research,  volunteering, thesis and or independent study, 
relevant work experience)
• What were your responsibilities?
• Outcome of the project?
• What did you like/dislike?
• What did you learn?

PERSONAL STATEMENT



PERSONAL STATEMENT 

Identify Focus
• Identify your focus for graduate study: be very specific!

• Not just “I want to get a doctoral degree”, but e.g. “I want to pursue advanced 
study dealing with autistic children and particularly the new types  of therapy 
that I think will be useful with these children…”



• Describe several major experiences

• Detail! i.e. I participated in this research project, here 
is what the project was about, here are the kinds of 
things that I did as part of the research project,  here is 
the outcome from the research project, what you
learned
• Explaining how your role affected others/the project is 

important!

PERSONAL STATEMENT



General Tips
• DO NOT include overused statements or clichés :
i.e. “I just want to help people”

• Explain why you are applying to this particular program. Show you 
know the program

• Identify a few faculty members you would want to work with

PERSONAL STATEMENT



PERSONAL STATEMENT

General Tips
1. Avoid unnecessary references to your mental health*
2. Avoid making excessively altruistic statements 
(ex: “I’m a selfless, caring person by nature”)
1. Avoid excessively self-revealing information (respect professional 

boundaries)
2. Avoid inappropriate humor or attempts to be cute or clever (when 

unrelated)*
*Although important aspects of your identity, these are not necessarily relevant to admissions 
committees



• Write a story, BUT be professional

• Ask to read personal statements of successful applicants (grad students, your faculty, grad 

office, etc.)

• Ask current graduate students and a professor to read your statement

• Proofread, proofread, proofread- there’s no easier way to destroy your application than to 

submit a statement with another’s school’s/professor’s name in it

• York’s writing centre (https://writing-centre.writ.laps.yorku.ca/) and career centre

(https://careers.yorku.ca/)

PERSONAL STATEMENT

https://writing-centre.writ.laps.yorku.ca/
https://careers.yorku.ca/
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FUNDING 

• Getting money to conduct your research

• Very important to apply – may increase your chances of being admitted!



FUNDING
Internal
• By the university

External
• Tri-Council (Federal funding; CGS-
→Master’s: SSHRC, CIHR, NSERC)
• OGS (Provincial funding- Ontario)
• Other: e.g. Alzheimer’s society,

→Autism scholars (usually PhD level)

→Women’s health scholars award



EXTERNAL: MASTER’S CGS
• $17,500 for a year- can apply only up to 5 schools

• SSHRC Topics: Social, developmental, personality, educational psychology.

DOES NOT support clinically oriented research with an intent to improve health, or
research involving clinical trials

• NSERC: Related fundamental psychological processes, their underlying neural
mechanisms e.g. sensation and perception, learning and memory, cognition and language-
DOES NOT support clinically oriented research

• CIHR: Research that has direct relevance to, or ultimate impact on, human health



HOW DO THEY DECIDE? 
Criteria Description Weight

Academic Excellence

•As demonstrated by past academic results, transcripts, awards and distinctions.

Indicators of Academic Excellence:Academic record (first-class average)
•Scholarships and awards held
•Duration of previous studies
•Type of program and courses pursued
•Course load
•Relative standing (if available)

50%

Research Potential

•As demonstrated by the applicant’s research history, their interest in discovery, the 
proposed research, its potential contribution to the advancement of knowledge in the 
field, and any anticipated outcomes.

Indicators of Research Potential:Quality and originality of contributions to research and 
development
•Relevance of work experience and academic training to field of proposed research
•Significance, feasibility and merit of proposed research
•Judgment and ability to think critically
•Ability to apply skills and knowledge
•Initiative and autonomy
•Research experience and achievements relative to expectations of someone with the 
candidate’s academic experience

30%

Personal 
Characteristics and 
Interpersonal Skills

•As demonstrated by the applicant’s past professional and relevant extracurricular 
interactions and collaborations.

Indicators of Personal Characteristics and Interpersonal Skills:Work experience
•Leadership experience
•Project management including organizing conferences and meetings
•The ability or potential to communicate theoretical, technical and/or scientific concepts 
clearly and logically in written and oral formats
•Involvement in academic life
•Volunteerism/community outreach

20%



• Writing a proposal for a potential research study

• Can be based on your thesis/research project you
conducted
• E.g. coming up with an improved version of 

your thesis
• Question that arose out of the findings from 

your thesis 

FUNDING



WRITING OF THE PROPOSAL
→Make sure the language is accessible, the reviewer will not necessarily be an expert in your 
field
→Provide background information – describe what the current state of the field is in order to 
easily transition into where your work fits in 
→State the objectives and hypothesis– what is the overall purpose of the research and what do 
you think is going to happen?
→Outline the experimental or theoretical approach to be taken – what methods and procedures 
are you going to use to address your objective? 
→State the significance of the proposed research to a field or fields in the health sciences, 
natural sciences and/or engineering or social sciences and/or humanities, as appropriate.
→Proposal must be “do-able” and feasible in your timeline. 
→Have this proof-read by a friend or senior student in your lab – make sure there are no typos 
or grammar errors



APPLICATION FOR FUNDING: TIPS
• Ask to read successful applicants’ proposals

• Ask professors/graduate students to read your proposal
• Your honors thesis supervisor is a great resource for helping you 

make sure your proposed research is ethically and 
methodologically sound

• Write proposal in professional but simple terms, minimize jargon, be 
clear  and concise



FUNDING APPLICATION SUBMISSION

•Online application portal
• Transcripts
• Canadian Common CV (CIHR, NSERC, SSHRC)
• Research Proposal
• Referee information

•Most due between December 1st and 15th
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INTERVIEWS AND SUPERVISOR FIT
1. Supervisor fit is SO IMPORTANT- Finding “the one”
• Meeting style
• Lab culture
• Funding
• Conference expectations
• Work-life balance
• Supervision style



INTERVIEWS
1. Be yourself, but be professional. Let your own personality come out

2. Be prepared to talk about your research, and share your experiences

3. Know their research (recent research and active projects)

4. Have an idea of a research project working with that supervisor

5. Every interview is different (circuit interview, full-day interviews, 

phone/skype interviews)

6. Try to relax; you are interviewing them too! 



• Speak to people in your program of interest, professors, people 
who have  completed the program

• LinkedIn, Ten Thousand Coffees: email and talk to or meet with 
people who  are in your area of interest

• Visit thegradcafe.com discussion forum or results page to see when
admission decisions begin for your schools

POSSIBLE RESOURCES
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ANY QUESTIONS?
Additional resource for writing: https://www.oacommunity.org/resources



END
→FAQ Slides are provided for reference in the following slides



1.If I don’t get in, should I reapply? Yes! Most students don’t get in their first round- but 
take it as a learning experience, and improve your application

2.If I re-apply to a supervisor, does it make me look bad? No!

3.How much clinical/research experience do I need for Clinical Psychology? It differs between 
supervisors. In general, quality is more important than quantity- resume padding by 
working in lots of labs with little work is not recommended!

4.Do I need to complete a thesis? This differs from school to school (you can find their 
requirements), but in general either a thesis or similar (independent study or other 
research experience) is necessary

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1. How do I establish relationships with professors? Find professors that interest you, and 

email them asking to meet! Indicate your interests, and see if you can take up a role 
in their lab, research, etc. If you currently know any professors, using them for 
networking is a great idea.

2. Do I need to have a publication? No; they’re helpful, but not required.



1. How do I know if graduate school is right for me, or if psychology is right for me? 

We recommend speaking to current psychologists and grad students in the field you’re 
interested in- they can give you a better idea of what their lifestyle is like and you can see 
if it works for your goals!

2. What do I do if my grades aren’t high enough to get into grad school? 

Re-take courses, or complete additional courses. Most schools look at your last 20 half-courses (3-
credit courses). The higher your GPA is the better. However, people have gotten in with lower 
GPAs, so long as their GPA meets the school’s minimum requirement- it’s just harder to do!

Make a very strong personal statement, and have very strong reference letters. Having a lot of 
great experience and great GRE scores really helps here too!

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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